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Chirag Kapoor.(6/1/99)
 
For as long as I can remember, writing poems has been my release. It has given
me a chance to escape into the world I created: my words became my
confidants, my language my peace. I know that some of the greatest works of
literature emerged out of hardships, but I also know that great poets can grow
and develop in programs. I can be shaped into a poet I’ve always wanted to
become.  Being raised by my family has taught me that the focus shouldn’t be on
where you’ve been, but on where you’re going—and more importantly, where
you want to go. I would be the first person in my family to write poems, but
really I just want to be the first to truly follow my dreams. I was fortunate
enough to publish some words of mine in our world full of words. I’ll never forget
when my Principal, St. Veneta, read my poem and said, “You, Chirag Kapoor, are
a very good poet.” I walked class smiling the whole way, saying over and over to
myself, “I’m a good poet.  I’m a poet.” These are words I never thought I’d be
able to say. I know I can continue to prove to everyone in this world, and to
myself that I really am a good poet.
_______________________________________________________
plz visit my web site
 
 
do read my blog on
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10 Years
 
A friendship won,
A friendship lost,
A friendship full of love and trust,
A friendship gone,
A friendship there,
A friendship that,
We will always share.
 
Chirag Kapoor.
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A Friend Is A Treasure
 
A Friend is a Treasure
A friend is someone we turn to,
when our spirits need a lift.
A friend is someone we treasure,
for our friendship is a gift.
A friend is someone who fills our lives,
with beauty, joy and grace.
And make the world we live in,
a better and happier place.
 
Chirag Kapoor.
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Before An Examination
 
The little letters dance across the page
Flaunt and retire, and trick the tired eyes
Sick of the strain, the glaring light, I rise
Yawning and stretching, full of empty rage
At the dull maunderings of a long dead sage
Fling up the windows, fling aside his lies
Choosing to breathe, not stifle and be wise
And let the air pour in upon my cage
 
The breeze blows cool and there are stars and stars
Beyond the dark, soft masses of the elms
That whisper things in windy tones and light
They seem to wheel for dim, celestial wars
And I - I hear the clash of silver helms
Ring icy-clear from the far deeps of night
 
Chirag Kapoor.
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Ghost
 
Red like the colour of your blood
Green like the grass over the shallow grave I dug
White like a ghost, but it’s your face
Now next time you won’t betray
 
Black like the uniform we will be wearing
Rain like tears, but no one will be crying
Bright like the stars, but you will never shine
Everyone thinks you’re perfectly fine
Now next time you won’t trample me and leave me behind.
 
Still like a statue you lay in disgrace
People may remember for your cold heart, no one will remember your face
Dirty like the hands of a slave, we lower you down to the pit of Torture and pain
Now you’ll never lie again
 
Smiling like the joker we walk away
Don’t say a word or I’ll make this thought your reality.
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Hamster
 
He brushes his nose,
with his toes.
Bites my sisters's,
finger tips.
 
He enjoys himself wearing crown,
and roams up and down.
He moves right to left being a rat,
and felt he was a gymnast.
 
He stands still for some time,
and thinks which is the next crime.
I pray for him this day,
that he lives a long way.
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Hope
 
I hope that you will get by
I hope that you will love me
I hope that you will care for me
I hope that you and I are happy
I hope that the day will came when we meet
I hope that you like what you see
I hope that you will love me
I hope that you and I will always be happy
I hope that I will not make you cry
I hope that we will last for life
I hope that love is what we will see in one other
I hope that you well never live me
I hope
I hope
I hope this will came true
I hope
I hope
I can only hope
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I Am Sorry
 
I am sorry that i disappoint you
I am sorry that i do every thing wrong
I am sorry that i am not your prefect Friend
I am sorry for breaking your heart
I am sorry that i am addicted to being high
I am sorry for the pain i am feeling
I am sorry that no one understands me
I am sorry for telling u the truth
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I Love U Mom! ! !
 
Mom's smiles can brighten any moment,
Mom's hugs put joy in all our days,
Mom's love will stay with us forever
and touch our lives in precious ways...
The values you've taught,
the care you've given,
and the wonderful love you've shown,
have enriched my life
in more ways than I can count.
I Love you Mom!
 
Chirag Kapoor.
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Look Outside
 
Look Outside, see the trees
Watch the flowers in the breeze
Things won't be like this in a year or two
If polluting is all we do
Seize the night
Seize the day
Things won't always be this way
Thousands of people are dying
In the night you hear children crying
Let's stop the war
Our people are sore
The world can't help itself
Who cares about your wealth
Help me to help you
Show the world what you can do.
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Love The Nature
 
Love the nature every way,
see new cretures every day.
Every month the seasno change.
Every day the weather change.
 
Love the nature every way,
which helps us enery day.
The winter winds are like ice cream,
and the summer winds like hot soup.
 
This all Happens due to nature,
and colours are of nature.
Love the nature every day,
Love the nature every way.
 
Chirag Kapoor.
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Mom
 
o mom u r too good,
u r equal to god n
god is equal to u,
sometimes we feel u r the god.
 
When we are not able to do something,
u r the only one to help us,
we can't live without u.
 
if u were not here
then all the people were roaming
here n there
 
O God help those people
who don't love their mom
and also help those people
who r not getting the love of their
lovely mom's
chirag kapoor
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My Family
 
My family is very strong like me
My family is actually very sweet
My family can be a little strict
My family always acts like this
My family is not always boring
My family is actually sometimes crazy
Their even sometimes very lazy
Me trying to think about the facts of my family
Makes me laugh because I know I have a great family highly.
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My Last Visit
 
It's time,
to say goodbye.
I'm so upset,
my mouth has gone dry.
 
Slowly I bend over,
and give you a kiss.
your blue eyes filled with sadness,
the time we spent together I will miss.
 
When I pull away,
with this pain in my heart.
I don't want you to leave me,
I don't want to be apart.
 
Sadly I know,
this goodbye means forever,
we have so many memories,
that I will always remember.
 
Your memories are alive,
to this day.
I love you so much,
even though your far away.
 
Chirag Kapoor.
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Nature
 
Nature is mighty
Nature is strong
Nature is usually always right
Nature is rarely ever wrong
Nature is beauty
Nature is moody
Nature is smart
Nature always has the greater part
Nature is blue
Nature is green
Nature is every color possibly seen
Nature is true
Nature is beaming
Nature is dreaming
Nature is in every place
Nature is always with grace
Nature is true
Nature is you
Nature is me
Nature will forever be free
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Night-Night
 
Night-night moon
Night-night stars
Night-night noisy
Trucks and cars.
 
Night-night sand box
Night-night toys
Night-night other
Girls and boys.
 
Night-night mom
Night-night dad
Night-night Boogie Man
Who's not bad.
 
It's time to go to sleep now,
Most all my night nights said.
Night-night blankie
Night-night bed.
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So What Did I Do?
 
I had some free time,
so what did I do?
I checked the computer
to see if I'd heard from you!
 
I use to walk out
to a box to retrieve mail.
But I'd rather get it instantly,
than wait on the snail!
 
Checking my e-mail
is always fun!
I usually get a joke or e-mail
greeting from someone.
 
I feel so blessed because on
the other end,
I know I've connected
with a friend!
 
And to this friend I hope
I've let them know
That I am always there
for them also!
 
Isn't it a strange kind of
bond we form?
It isn't exactly like
the 'norm'!
 
That little joke or note,
or just a simple 'Hi',
Could be like a ray of
sunshine from the sky!
 
So e-mail Pal,
this is dedicated to you,
For all the smiles
you have made anew!
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May our friendship
continue to grow,
And the warmth we feel
continue to flow!
 
Always remember this...
 
A smile is such an easy
thing to pass along the way,
Like a ray of summer sunshine,
On any a gloomy day! !
 
Chirag Kapoor.
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The Air
 
The air that goes up and down,
The air that causes messy grounds.
The air that brings tasty smells,
The air that carry flavors in itself.
 
The air that goes up and down,
The air that causes messy grounds.
The air that moves sound waves here and there,
The air that enables us to hear
 
The air that goes up and down,
The air that causes messy grounds.
The air is essential thing,
The air that allows me to live.
 
Chirag Kapoor.
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The Teacher Gets A+
 
I look forward to your class
When I come to school.
You're an awesome teacher;
I think you're very cool.
 
 
You're smart and fair and friendly;
You're helping all of us.
And if I got to grade you,
From me you'd get A+!
 
Chirag Kapoor.
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What Is The Meaning Of The Word'Mother'
 
'Mother' is such a simple word,
But to me there’s meaning seldom heard.
For everything I am today,
My mother’s love showed me the way.
 
 
I’ll love my mother all my day,
For enriching my life in so many ways.
She set me straight and then set me free,
And that’s what the word 'mother' means to me.
 
Thanks for being a wonderful mother, Mom!
 
Chirag Kapoor.
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